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Stand With Ukraine
No to russian aggression

 $ 17,566,000+  TOTAL SUM DONATED FOR UKRAINE TO THE OFFICIAL CRYPTO WALLETS SINCE 26 FEB 2022 
Donate

support Ukraine
Trade Skins on DMarket
TF 2CS:GORUSTDOTA2



 Trade now 
	11 000 000+
Skins On The Market

	23 000 000+
Closed Deals

	
Live Transactions

	


About us
Ukrainian-born startup DMarket unlocks the multi-billion-dollar skins economy for game developers and players everywhere. Our team of passionate gamers believes a borderless gaming world is a better gaming world, and we’re building the infrastructure to make it easy for everyone to thrive in the open system of the future. 
Read more about us

 About us 

About marketplace
 DMarket is a marketplace to trade virtual items and technology for building metaverses. Based on the latest Newzoo report it’s a Top-3 blockchain-based marketplace.
 DMarket builds bridges between real and virtual worlds by creating a cross-chain platform that accumulates multiple metaverses for brands, influencers, video games, eSports organizations, broadcasters, and all kinds of entities. DMarket is connecting the entertainment industry with the global metaverse. 
Go to market

 About marketplace 

Cashouts & deposits
DMarket provides 20+ reliable payment methods for users to buy in-game items and cash-out their trading profits. The payment options include Visa/MasterCard, bank wire, PayPal, Skrill, Payoneer, UnionPay, Alipay, and other prominent methods.
 MORE INFO 

Deposits & withdrawals

Face2face trading
 Buy and sell Steam items without transferring them to DMarket. Avoid one trade hold period during each trade and so reduce the total cooldown by half. Use item in the game until it’s sold. 
 TRADE FACE2FACE 

Face2face trading

Mobile application
 DMarket’s mobile apps for iOS and Android provide full platform functionality for the users, anytime and anywhere. 




Mobile application

Trading API
 DMarket Trading API enables all users to streamline their skins trading through a comprehensive range of API methods. It can help you manage your DMarket inventory and trade in bulk using pre-set algorithms, without routine manual efforts. 
 DISCOVER BENEFITS 

Trading API

Mythical SAGA Explorer
 Every transaction on DMarket is registered on blockchain to ensure unrivaled security and prove the ownership and origin of each item. All this data can be accessed by anyone through the Mythical SAGA Explorer. 
 EXPLORE NOW 

Mythical SAGA Explorer

FOR GAME DEVELOPERS
 DMarket creates an ecosystem where game developers, players, influencers, and brands can co-create video game content securely, making a profit while continuing to have fun in different gaming multiverses. 
 GET MORE INFO 

FOR GAME DEVELOPERS

format_quote DMarket is a pioneer in the open market trading of game-related virtual goods, a market that will explode in the next decade. format_quote
 “I love that DMarket is at the intersection of five growth trends in the game industry: advanced social games, virtual goods trading, fashion, esports, and blockchain. DMarket has a big opportunity to be a new kind of leader in the game industry. They have the leadership, ideas, and resources to succeed and it is fun for me to help a talented executive like Vlad. ” 
Trip Hawkins
 DMarket's independent board member 
 Founder and The First CEO of Electronic Arts 




OUR FOUNDERS
	Vlad Panchenko
Founder & CEO
Involved in virtual item trading since 2008, in 2016 Vlad founded Skins.Cash, a global instant in-game skins market boasting 2M+ visitors a month. In 2015, Vlad founded Suntechsoft Corp Limited, the #1 private merchant of digital goods.


	Tamara Slanova
Co-Founder, CFO, Head of London Office
Tamara has more than 15 years experience in industries including gaming (Global Games, Suntechsoft, Skins.Cash) and international banking.




DMARKET IN the NEWS
AUG 17, 2017
Game developers will be able to use the DMarket API to make items from their games tradable, so they don’t need to create their own independent marketplaces...
read more
FEB 23, 2021
Through a partnership (which was revealed in December of 2020) with Los Angeles-based blockchain game tech company DMarket, NAVINATION is best described as equal parts competition and a fan engagement initiative that will be rolled out in seasons. The entire system is built on top of DMarket’s DROP software application...
read more
June 18, 2020
Blockchain-based game marketplace DMarket has raised $6.5 million in venture funding and added video game pioneer Trip Hawkins as a board member. Almaz Capital led the round, with support from Xsolla. The funding will help DMarket expand its decentralized, cross-game marketplace, which lets gamers freely trade and sell in-game assets, earning real value for those virtual items...
read more
Dec 22, 2020
The project is powered by the software application Drop, developed by Los Angeles-based DMarket. It took DMarket about eight months and around $1 million to develop this app. Using blockchain (the secure and transparent decentralized ledger) DMarket has made a decentralized, cross-game marketplace, which lets gamers freely trade and sell in-game assets, earning real value for those virtual items...
read more
Nov 8, 2019
DMarket founders have 10+ years of experience in virtual item trading and building in-game economy from scratch. The company provides both a toolset to build in-game economy and a place to buy, sell, collect or exchange a wide variety of in-game collectibles...
read more
NOV 26, 2019
There is a shift in the gaming industry towards free-to-play games,” said Tamara Slanova, co-founder of DMarket, a platform for game developers and players to sell virtual outfits or other cosmetic items known as ‘skins’...
read more
AUG 17, 2017
Game developers will be able to use the DMarket API to make items from their games tradable, so they don’t need to create their own independent marketplaces...
read more
FEB 23, 2021
Through a partnership (which was revealed in December of 2020) with Los Angeles-based blockchain game tech company DMarket, NAVINATION is best described as equal parts competition and a fan engagement initiative that will be rolled out in seasons. The entire system is built on top of DMarket’s DROP software application...
read more
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DMarket Inc., аddress: 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, DE 19801
 © 2024 DMarket. All rights reserved 
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Click here to learn more about selling skins at decreased fees to get more money from sale

